Smart move
FACTORS THAT WILL DETERMINE
THE SPRING PROPERTY MARKET

The spring marke t is just around the corne r and the re are se ve ral ke y marke t indicators that will determine how
the market fares between now and then.
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Credit Availability The current market slowdown has been a manufactured slowdown,
driven by a credit squeeze through the retail banks. The respective
bank’s willingness (or lack of) to work with home buyers will have a
huge impact on the market conditions. Buyer sentiment in terms of
enquiry and inspection numbers has remained surprisingly healthy
during this downturn. The hesitation of buyers to follow through and
make an offer/bid has become a hallmark of the current market.
Stock Levels
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If there is a considerable surge of new listings in spring, the question
will be whether there is sufficient buyer demand to absorb the stock.
If there is good demand relative to stock through spring, that will be
a welcomed signal that the market has stabilised at the current price
points. If supply swamps demand, vendors may face the prospect of
reducing their price to achieve a sale.

True Clearance Rates Not to be confused with the auction clearance rates quoted through
the media. The auction clearance rate is a fudged number with
agents having a bias for promoting their successes and burying failed
campaigns through non-reporting. Most transactions in the market
occur by negotiation and buyers are conscious of the performance of
listings in their market niche. If buyers see properties selling, it
promotes confidence in the overall market. The only thing we have
to fear is fear itself.
Clearance rates directly impact market sentiment. If buyers feel the
market has stabilised, the risk of buying a home that subsequently
drops in price diminishes. Buyers are pragmatic enough to know that
the market is unlikely to boom anytime soon. Housing is a need first
and foremost. Market performance is not necessarily a home buyer’s
primary motive. If you buy a home that you intend to live in for the
next 10 to 20 years, there will be periods where it rises and falls in
price. Many prospective buyers are simply looking for definite signs of stability in prices
and then they are ready to act. The market may be more resilient than many anticipate.
Sentiment
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WHY THE AUCTION CLEARANCE RATE
DOESN'T MATTER AND IS IRRELEVANT
Depending on which side of the ledger you are on,
buying or selling, you need to know how the
selective reporting of auction results could cause
you to transact differently than you may have done
otherwise.
There are two main reasons agents fail to report
failed campaigns. Firstly, there is Brand Damage for
the agent. They don’t want their brand or
company associated with a failed campaign.
Secondly, Market Distortion. The market conditions
are soft and they want buyers and sellers to
believe the market is better than it actually is.
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The auction clearance rate is the most used yet
least credible indicator in the real estate market.
Agents misuse of the auction reporting process is
the e quivale nt of marke t manipulation in the
stock market. It is not overstating it to suggest the
auction clearance rate is (an attempt at) deceiving
consumers so agents can gain a financial benefit,
distorting the facts through selective reporting if you
like.
The Australian Financial Review recently highlighted
‘Residential real estate in Australia is worth about $7
trillion, which is about three times the value of the
(Australian) share market. In the US, residential real
estate is worth about $30 trillion, compared to the
value of the (US) share market of about $70 trillion’.
Australians are thre e time s more inve ste d in
housing than the share market. Yet the market is
manipulated each week as many real estate agents
report successful sales and bury the ‘results’ of failed
campaigns. Such widespread and blatant market
manipulation would not be tolerated in any other part of
the
financial
services
sector,
yet
agents
brazenly do it each week.
The media can only report the information they are
given and therefore, can only report the auction
results that age nts provide the m e ach Saturday
afternoon. The total properties sold is quoted as a
percentage of those results that were reported and, if
successful auction results are reported and failed
campaigns are buried, the clearance rate carried by
the media becomes abnormally high and irrelevant to
true market conditions.

BRAND DAMAGE Consumers are savvy enough to
work out a falling clearance rate across the city is
market-related. Agents are looking for an edge in
their marketing and feel the need to minimise their
exposure to failed campaigns, lest it reflects on
them. Quoting superior clearance rates helps in
winning new business (more listings) over their
competitors.
MARKET REALITY As a seller, if you absorb the
agent’s marketing spin about high clearance rates and
sign up to auction, you will quickly learn the
difference between a marketing pitch and market
reality.
There are many sales occurring in the current
market. The public auction process requires
multiple bidders to fuel the process. The current
market is not deep enough to produce multiple
bidders on each sale; which is why the auction
clearance rate is so low. It is the wrong sales
process for the current market, regardless of the
agent’s persuasive pitch.
Fortunately, any seller who wishes to sell their
property in the current market is able to do so by
pricing correctly, therefore the market is not
depressed as some are suggesting. In a depressed
market, there are no buyers even at the right price.
Prices in Sydney are still significantly higher than
they were before the boom begun, albeit slightly
lower than 15 months ago at the market peak.
MARKER DISTORTION If you are a buyer and see
that auction clearance rates are low, you can be
inadvertently led to believe the market is crashing
and there are no other buyers in the marketplace.
Whilst the auction clearance rate is the most widely
used market indicator, it’s worth remembering that
the majority of sales in the market don’t actually

occur by public auction. Therefore, to gain a true
market perspective, you are well advised to look at
all sales in the marketplace, not just the auction
market.
In a boom, some properties will still struggle and
take time to sell – maybe the respective property is
unique, overpriced or has major flaws. Conversely,
just as some properties will struggle in a boom,
buyers need to know that a good property can still
sell above expectations in a downturn.
Bidding on a quality property with a mindset that
the overall auction clearance rate is down so ‘this
place will go for a bargain’ can be a fatal mistake in
your search for the dream home. Good homes still
experience strong buyer competition in flat
markets.
The population of Sydney is hovering somewhere
around 5 million and growing. There is much more to
assessing the weekly performance of the real estate
market than how a few hundred properties being sold by
auction fared. If only the market strength could be
summed up in one market indicator, one number…
alas, it’s not that simple.
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We have 50 complimentary copies of the book for
those looking to sell in spring. To receive your
copy, simply call us on (02) 8006 2114 or email
westryde@harcourts.com.au
Reading Inside Real Estate just may be the
best return on investment you can make this spring.

RECENT SUCCESSES IN THE CURRENT MARKET CONDITIONS
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Whether you are looking to Buy or Sell
in the Ryde to Parramatta areas, or
you're a tenant or landlord just after a
second opinion, Harcourts West Ryde
offers an experienced and ethically
focused team determined to provide
premium results in any market
situation.
Combining over 40 years experience in
Real Estate, Development, Business
Management and Marketing Solutions,
Harcourts West Ryde are your Local
Property Specialists

THE EARLY OFFER
The only thing more nerve-wracking than an early
offer is not receiving one.
As media reports continue to highlight falling property
prices, vendors cannot afford to make the wrong
decision with the right buyer who makes the right
offer.
In a rising market, a vendor can decline a good
offer knowing that another decent offer is likely to
emerge down the track. The market conditions can
still compe nsate the vendor even if they make a
mistake and decline a good offer.
In the current environment, a home seller may
only see one, possibly two decent offers during the
campaign. After that, bargain hunters looking to drive
the price down will outnumber fair-minded buyers.
While there are still many good buyers in the market,
the market depth is a lot shallower than in recent
times.
A vendor’s understandable concern about accepting an
early offer is underselling their property. The
balance to this concern is that the best buyers tend to
come early.
Low stock levels due to the winter season,
plus the dynamic response created by internet/
database marke ting and buye rs waiting for ne w

listings, conspire to make early offers a welcomed
challe nge for ve ndors. Stock le ve ls are like ly to
marke dly incre ase be twe e n mid-Se pte mbe r and
late November.
The best buyers immediately respond to new listings in
the marke t. The be st buye rs have ofte n be e n
searching for 60-90 days. A buyer that makes an
offer on a new listing to the market is at the end of
their property search - while the seller is at the start
of their buyer search. Vendors and their agents need to
be pragmatic and unemotional in how they respond
to such offers.
An early offer can inadvertently build complacency in
a seller. Agents know that genuine buyers who are
willing and able to make an unconditional,
finance approved offer are worthy of respect and
consideration.
If you receive a fair market priced offer early in
the campaign, you need a good reason to decline the
offer. Sure, negotiate the buyer up in price to their
maximum, but declining an early offer simply
because it’s an early offer can be a regrettable and
expensive mistake in a falling market.
The hardest offer to accept is not the one just below
your aspirational price point, the hardest offer to
acce pt is the one which is lowe r than what you
previously rejected.

Looking to take your sales career to the next level?
Harcourts West Ryde just may be the perfect place for you to achieve
ongoing successes as a Real Estate Sales Person.
We prefer people with no real estate experience.
If you have a record of high achievement in any endeavour, you have
what it takes to succeed in real estate. Leave the rest to us! This is not
a commission-only position, and we do not debit the generous salary
we pay against the commission you earn. If successful, you will be
well paid while you learn everything you must know in order to rank
with the best in the industry.
Harcourts West Ryde can offer you
• Uncapped earning potential based on sales performance
• A comprehensive training program
• Job security, growth and an immediate start
If you or someone you know may be interested to know more, head to
westryde.harcourts.com.au or find us on Seek and Indeed
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